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PRIME YOUR FUTURE
CoRE PRIMES TO BUILD 

LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR EVERYONE, 

EVERYWHERE.

www.coreinc.in  
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VISION
Be a pioneer in Leadership training and development and 

develop the skills of leadership in each individual and make them 

a better version of themselves.

MISSION
To identify, nurture, develop and inculcate Leadership qualities 

in one and all.
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FOUNDER’S MESSAGE
“Leadership is only about creating more leaders”

Leadership is about rallying a group of people for a cause that is worthy and pure. In this
increasingly complex and fast changing world, we need leaders who have the courage to
dream a world that is unlike the times we are living in. The current paradigm of leadership
which traces its origin to industrial advancement during and after World War II is more
about numbers, resources and the bottom line. In this process, individuals are reduced to
mere figures in the footnotes of history. The current crisis in leadership across sectors-
business, politics, civil service organizations, households - reflects the way leadership is
perceived and exhibited.

CoRE dares to reimagine a world where leadership at its essence is all about authenticity,
service orientation and selflessness. This new breed of leaders would rally people and
create more leaders in the areas they serve. To create this new leadership, we need to
unlock their personal passion and purpose whereby they get the courage to do things that
appear difficult, uncertain or even unpopular.

Come, let’s reimagine our world and its leadership. We wish to serve you to make it happen!

Mr. Annamalai.K., IPS (Retd.)

Founder & Chief Mentor
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“CORE Me+” – an outbound 
experiential learning programme 

Current offerings

Leadership Matters –
For everyone

Know Me

Know We

Know the 
Habitat
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This fast-paced world with its added charm
brings together a slew of distractions.

Leadership in this world is not about leading
others but importantly developing the sense of
leading oneself.

As the saying goes, “If you don’t know you, then
you don’t know anything”. We help you achieve
that inner balance by enabling you to look deep
within and launch you in a trajectory with your
unique signature.

KNOW ME
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KNOW WE
Great organizations are built around
extraordinary teams. A team creates
magic when it goes that extra mile to get the
job done.

► Like the Union army of 1862 under the
inspiring Abraham Lincoln

► Like the Sir Ernest Shackleton’s band of
brothers who dared to survive in Antarctic
cold for 497 days in a sinking ship with only
hope for company

► Like Steve Jobs’ team that continues to
reimagine our future and deliver it.

► Like Barack Obama’s team who did the
impossible by bringing morality into our
everyday politics.

Do we really know our people?

Do we know what motivates us?

What holds our people back?

What is the collective innermost fear?

Can you be the best version of 
yourselves?

We enable you build super teams
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► All of us are shaped by the environment we
live in. Environment often stand between the
team and what it wants to achieve.

► We help you to fit into your environment and
use that as your strategic advantage.

► Also, we help you to set a bad environment -
including a toxic culture, me vs them attitude,
non-entrepreneurial, inward looking teams -
RIGHT!

KNOW THE 
HABITAT
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“CORE Me+” – an outbound experiential learning 
programme 

This outbound experiential learning programme (referred as CoRE Me+) is designed to
enhance the participant’s leadership skills and personality through self-realization and
actualization in a challenging rigorous outdoor environment which will test your leadership
qualities.

The Programme shall also be an introduction for under-graduate & post graduate students
to the exciting world of sustainable capacity. Outbound sessions are an often used term that
at once seems exciting, mysterious and forbidden. This course intends to demystify it and
give students a glimpse of the science and process behind it.

⮚To acquaint and make students of your institutions 
fully aware of the emotional intelligence expectations 
from  students and build their strategic advancement 
instincts.

⮚To empower career potential of students at your 
institution.

⮚To bridge the skill gaps and make your institution 
students charismatic – a personal magic of 
leadership.

⮚To provide an opportunity to students of your 
institution to develop interdisciplinary skills.

RV Teachers College Building,

15, Ashoka Pillar Road,

IInd Block, Jayanagar,
Bengaluru – 560011, India

BEGIN

DURATION: 5 Days 4 Nights

RESIDENTIAL COURSE

Highlights:
• Experiential Learning Cycle (ELC) 

as Adventure is a way of doing 
things.

• Learning by Doing
•  Result driven approach
•  Real time experience
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WHAT TO EXPECT AT
CoRE Me+

5 Days – 4 Nights

Join a leaders’ community
The programme attract a diverse
group of aspirants. Being a
dreamer can be lonely. But, it
doesn’t have to be.

Challenge yourself
Students can apply to the CoRE Me+.
Take the first step

Develop yourself
Student’s learn more about their own
strengths and weaknesses. Learning
with teammates who are very much
different, not only helps them become
a better listener but also more open-
minded.

Venue:
Core Talent and Leadership Development Private Limited
Located at ISL, Aerekele, Garlapur Road, Kodihalli Post, Kanakapura
Teh, Ramanagara District, Bengaluru, Karnataka, India.

‘Discover The Leader in You’
Camp is an accelerated-learning program by CoRE 

for participants to learn and practice leadership and 
principals taught at CoRE Me+

Leadership
Enhance your leadership skills. Learn what it takes to 
build a team, lead a team, make decisions and mediate 
conflict

LEARNING BREAKTHROUGH
CoRE  Me+ Program
(For FEE details refer course entitlements)

RESIDENTIAL

Training Partners

INDUS
SCHOOL OF LEADERSHIP
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COURSE ARCHITECTS

Col. Sathya Rao (Retd.)

A silver medalist from the Officers’ Training Academy, Chennai and an ex-Army Officer with vast experience in counter
insurgency and peacekeeping operations both within and outside India.

Currently, The Director at Indus School of Leadership. He is certified trainer from Project Adventure, USA, and a senior
COACH in life skills having been certified by International Coaching Federation, USA. He has represented India in Shuttle
Badminton (Year 1977) and has represented the Army teams in Golf and Squash.
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Mechanical Engineer with an MBA from IIM,
Lucknow; served in the Indian Police Service
for nine years, opted out to pursue public
service in a different capacity; firmly believes
the era of enlightened leadership has arrived
and that should replace other leadership
models in practice.

Mr. Annamalai.K.,IPS (Retd.)

Engineer by design with an MBA from IIM,
Bangalore; has a vast range of experience of
over 12 years with multiple MNCs; Life
Coach with a focus on ethical leadership.

Mrs. Akila S
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Leading a life of adventure with the spirit of
sportsman. Served as an ammunition Officer
in the army for 10 years, held senior
leadership positions in blue chip companies,
bringing about change in the society through
experiential leadership training, holds a
double majors from premier B-schools.

Capt. Mohit Tomar (Retd.)

Holds Masters in Social Works and
Counselling. An adventure enthusiast and
DiSC certified, Having being closely
associated with multiple NGO’s she strongly
believes in guiding and supporting the
under–privileged.

Capt. Supriya Patil (Retd.) 

An alumnus of IIM, Calcutta, a battle hardened
army officer specializing in life and executive
coaching and building specialized high
performance teams. Currently anchors as
Chief Instructor and Executive Coach at Indus
School of Leadership.

Maj. Deepak Raj (Retd.)

An alumni of Christ University Bangalore who
believes in growth through heightened self-
awareness. Certified in 'Train The Trainer',
Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) and the
Art of Virtual Facilitation.

Ms. Ramya Muthulakshmi P
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Sl. No. Course Entitlements Brief and Particulars
CoRE Me+
(Explorer)

CoRE Me+
(Adventurer)

1
Participants Pre-requisitions (Currently, this program 

is not available for PH)
Minimum Std / Age - Edu Qualification - 12th 

Pass and Age <25 Yrs
Yes

Yes

2 The medium of Course delivery/conduct English Language Yes Yes

3 Course modules – Credentials CoRE Me+ Certified Program Yes Yes

4

Residential – CoRE Me+ at Core Training Base C/o ISL, 
Kanakapura,  Ramanagara Dist - Karnataka - 562119. 
(Inclusive of To and Fro Local Bus  Travel from 
Bengaluru to Ramanagara Dist. Training Center +  
Accommodation + Food (Veg / Non Veg) + Training + 
Certification)

5 Days / 45 Hrs - Content
Each edition is four Nights and five days
(4N & 5D)

Yes
Yes

5 Participants Induction Kit
(1 No.) P-Cap + Pull-Over + Steel Water Bottle + 

T-Shirt + Notebook + Pen
No

Yes

6 Complimentary Entry Ratio matrix ( Staffs : Participants / students) 01:30 01:30

7 Minimum Batch Size 30 No's. of Participants
Yes

Yes

8 Guest Speakers/ Industrial Experts Quality Speakers Share ideas worth spreading No Yes

9 Payment Terms for Institution / Organization
Note: 100% Advance fee, if In case participant or 

individuals enroll for the course directly with 
CoRE.

Yes
Yes

COURSE ENTITLEMENTS
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Course Entitlements Brief and Particulars
CoRE Me+
Rs. (INR)

CoRE Me+ (Adventurer) An 
Outbound Experiential Learning 

Programme

(INR) Inclusive of GST Per Student / Participant
5D & 4N

₹ 38,000.00

CoRE Me+ (Explorer) An Outbound 
Experiential Learning Programme

(INR) Inclusive of GST Per Student / Participant
5D & 4N

₹ 25,000.00

COURSE FEE (₹)
Our programs are specially designed by seasoned Leaders and entrepreneurs, top-notch coaches with
rich experiences in the Leadership space and startup ecosystem throughout all the stages. We focus on
empowering, revolutionizing, enabling individuals as leaders and young entrepreneurs in the foundation
stage to unleash their potential for numerous upcoming levels.
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GET IN TOUCH

Contact Us:

+91 81978 39743
info@coreinc.in

CoRE Office at Gopalan CoWorks, 3rd Floor, 

Kathriguppe, Banashankari 3rd Stage, Bengaluru, 

Karnataka - 560085

www.coreinc.in

Mr. Kiran Viswanath

Headship - Programs

Core Talent and Leadership Development 
Private Limited

kiran.viswanath@coreinc.in

For business & specific questions, write to us at:


